Most walking controllers for biped robots are based on a synchronized phase-based structure, where trajectories are executed following predefined timing constraints. This inherent fixed time dependency makes humanoid robots extremely susceptible to irregularities in terrain compared to their biological counterparts. We present an event-based control strategy which incorporates a time-variable phase to help deal with unexpected early and late contact situations. It results in an improved robustness against such scenarios, as shown by simulation results of our robot Lola.
Introduction
One of the main motivations behind humanoid locomotion research is the ability to navigate in all kinds of terrains. However, humanoid robots are still not ready to work robustly outside laboratory conditions. 1 Some of the factors that make walking control particularly difficult are the high number of degrees of freedom and underactuation due to unilateral contact with the ground. A popular approach to solve this problem consists of using a reduced robot model 2, 3 and analyzing the simplified dynamics between the center mass and the center of pressure, also referred to as zero moment point (ZMP). 4 Solving these reduced dynamic equations allows one to achieve real-time motion generation. In a nutshell, this is done by first defining foothold positions and timings, and then generating the trajectories for the ZMP and center of gravity (CoG) followed by the inverse kinematics. 2, [5] [6] [7] Feedback control is introduced to compensate for modeling errors and external disturbances. [8] [9] [10] [11] In order to walk over uneven terrain, a perception system is introduced, which generates an environment model. Using this model, a search algorithm is used to find viable footstep locations and then motion planning can continue as before, taking height variation into account via heuristics. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] In all works cited above, knowledge about the ground location is assumed and ground contact timing is predefined. Therefore, even small ground location errors have a great effect on this kind of control, 18 especially when compared to their human counterparts. 19 By planning the step durations beforehand, different kinds of errors (e.g. in perception, modeling, or control) may all result in an early contact (EC) or a late contact (LC) with the ground. Thus, the planned and real walking phases can never be perfectly synchronized. Typically, control and modeling errors as well as small perception errors in laboratory conditions can be compensated using feedback control. This is possible when the robot's walking is either quasi-static 12, 15 or dynamic at slow moving speeds. 13, 14 Nevertheless, perception errors become larger when performing dynamic walking at higher speeds or even when walking over other kinds of nonrigid, non-flat terrain, such as grass or stones. 18 Some authors presented methods for quick trajectory regeneration 6, 7 during dynamic walking that are based on balance compensation without changing the step duration. Different strategies for online modification of ZMP trajectories were proposed for the HRP-2 robot that allowed it to dynamically walk over carpet tiles, though at low walking speeds. 11 Other authors treat these errors as disturbances to be compensated afterwards by quickly modifying future footstep locations, achieving fast dynamic walking. [20] [21] [22] In contrast, in this article, we propose a flexible walking control that is intrinsically more robust against irregular ground. Instead of fixing the phase durations beforehand, our step duration is variable and depends on sensed contact with the ground, thus making sure that the planned and walking phases are always synchronized. The previous framework for our robot 19 implemented a specific phase to directly deal with detected ECs, which improved the robot's robustness against unexpected obstacles. Now we present a walking controller which deals simultaneously with both EC and LC situations directly at the motion planning stage (in contrast to using feedback control). Our resulting control adapts the walking phase and motion to a direct ground contact detection, improving the robustness of our robot Lola (see Figure 1 ) against irregular terrain.
Other authors have also proposed phase-switching mechanisms for walking control. Some authors presented biologically inspired central pattern generators (a review of them can be found in the previous work 19 ) which have not yet been successfully applied to full-sized humanoid robots as far as the authors know.
A very interesting control strategy for dynamic walking directly depends on the position of the upper body instead of time. 23 This approach was further developed for planar robots, 24 where point feet cause an unstable degree of underactuation at the foot-ground contact. By introducing virtual constraints that can be tracked by the position controller, the dynamics of the robot are reduced to its internal dynamics, also called hybrid zero dynamics due to the hybrid nature of the biped system. 25 Even though the robot's motion does not include statically stable poses, orbital stability of the periodic motion can be achieved by enforcing stable zero dynamics. The authors present a solution which includes inequality constraints in an optimization problem. 26 With this strategy, stable dynamic motion over rough terrain was demonstrated with planar robots. 27 Although this approach shows an intrinsic robustness against uneven terrain, it is not directly applicable to nonplanar robots 28 and is not compatible with existing three-dimensional walking controllers.
In a more related approach, other authors also use contact with the ground as a phase-switch mechanism, but they expect it inside a fixed time window. 29 More recently, a robot capable of walking over irregular terrain was presented. 30 It shows impressive results but uses a completely different strategy for dynamic walking control based only on controling the contact forces of the legs against the ground.
In contrast to the methods cited above, we present a method that can be easily implemented in other ZMPbased systems. It allows making the controller more robust against irregular terrain by eliminating the fixed timing restriction of phase switching, using direct ground contact detection instead. The article is organized as follows: In the following section, we give an overview of our walking control, including the previous phase modification strategy 19 ; later, we focus on our new proposed time-variable phase for LCs; finally, we validate our system using our multi-body simulation system. The article concludes with a discussion of the limitations and future work.
System overview
In this section, we give an overview of our hardware and control framework, followed by the modifications to the walking controller for handling EC and LC scenarios.
Hardware
The Lola humanoid robot, as shown in Figure 1 , is 1.8 m tall and weighs approximately 60 kg. It has 24 positioncontrolled, electrically actuated joints. Along with the joint encoders, it has the following additional sensors: an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) in the upper body, force-torque sensors in each foot, and contact sensors in the foot soles. A standard RGB-D camera is mounted on top, which is not used throughout this article. The control system runs on QNX-RTOS. For more details, see the work of Lohmeier et al. 31 
Control
As explained before, our ZMP-based walking control follows a hierarchical structure which is highlighted in Figure 2 . It is mainly divided into a planning unit and a feedback control. The planning unit gets the walking parameters, such as step length and desired velocity, from the user's input. A navigation module takes the walking parameters and collisions with the environment into account to generate footstep locations for the next several steps. 32 These are optimized in the parameter optimization module by considering the robot's kinematics. 17 The walking pattern generation module is in charge of generating the robot's ideal trajectories. These are then modified in real time by the feedback control module 9 for walking stabilization using the IMU and force-torque sensor information.
A state machine is in charge of defining the walking state, which defines the dynamics of the system. The different walking states depend first on the intended action (e.g. start/stop walking) and the planned contact state (e.g. single support (SSP)/double support (DSP)) and are synchronized with predefined timings. 33 These determine the phase of the walking controller and thus the control strategy according to the assumed contact state. For the purpose of this article, we will focus on the two main phases of periodical walking: SSP and DSP (see Figure 3 ).
Walking pattern generation
We model our robot 3 using one mass for the upper body and two small masses at the robot's feet to represent the dynamics of the legs (see Figure 6 ). The whole system can be written as
where f ¼ ðT y ; ÀT x ; F z Þ are the ground moments and forces on the robot; h contains the gravity terms; x b , x 1 , and x 2 are the positions of the upper body and both feet, respectively; and M b , M 1 , and M 2 are their corresponding mass matrices. By first defining the trajectories of x 1 and x 2 , equation (1) can be used to obtain x b . The robot's motion is planned by the walking pattern generation module by sequentially generating the following trajectories 33 :
Swing foot: This is parameterized by piecewise quintic polynomials between footstep positions, where it reaches zero velocity and acceleration. ZMP: It shifts linearly between both feet during the DSP and along one foot during the SSP.
CoG: The trajectory is generated from the ZMP reference trajectory and (1). The boundary value problem is solved by spline collocation. Load distribution: It calculates the load factors for both feet based on ZMP data. 9 During the DSP, the load distribution is shifted linearly between both feet.
In our original system, 33 as well as in most humanoid robot controllers, the timings for these phase transitions are fixed (see Figure 3) independently of the exact time the foot touches the ground. In our work, we add two event-based transition phases that react to the sensed ground contact, adapting the walking pattern generation and making the step duration effectively time variable. Changing the step duration results in a displaced CoG: If the step duration is shortened or extended, the CoG will be behind or ahead its planned position with respect to the feet accordingly. In order to compensate for this effect, the following step is adapted accordingly, as explained in the following.
EC response
Previously, an additional impact phase was introduced that is activated when a contact with the ground is detected during the SSP. 19 As shown in Figure 4 , the state machine switches to the impact phase through this EC event, thus shortening the step's duration
t s and t Ã s are the planned and modified duration of the SSP, respectively, and t i the time during which the impact phase is active. After the EC event, the swing foot is immediately stopped, using the "stop trajectory" previously presented. 34 During the impact phase, the load distribution is adapted to the new DSP state, and the ZMP and CoG trajectories are unmodified. More details are found in the previous publication.
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LC response
In this work, we present a walking controller which combines the existing impact phase with a new glide phase that specifically targets an LC scenario. This phase deals with an unpredicted, extended SSP state of the robot until a contact with the ground is detected, thus extending the step's duration as seen in Figure 5 . As explained before, the following DSP is shortened to prevent a displaced CoG motion
where the duration of the glide phase t g is the time from the end of the SSP until the contact is detected, t d and t Ã d are the planned and modified duration of the following DSP, respectively, and t min is a predefined minimum possible duration of the DSP (in our case one control cycle, or 1 ms). Note that when the condition for t min is reached the next step is effectively displaced forward in time and not only shortened by t g . The walking pattern generation t min process during the gliding phase will be explained in detail in the next section.
Time-variable phase for LC
In an LC scenario, the predefined phase-switch timing results in the planned ZMP making the transition between both feet before the swing foot is in contact with the ground. The robot can tilt over when the ZMP reaches the limit of the stance foot. Additionally, the inclined state of the robot may cause an initial contact with the toe, causing further destabilization. 33 Our strategy in this scenario becomes keeping the robot from tilting over and achieving a firm contact situation between the swing foot and the ground, thus maintaining the ability to exert torque against the ground. This translates into keeping the ZMP inside the stance foot and maintaining the upper body in a vertical orientation, obtaining less strained walking. In this section, we explain the behavior of our time-variable glide phase throughout all stages of the walking pattern generation (see the previous section) to achieve this goal. These are the ZMP, swing foot, and CoG trajectory generation as well as force control and a necessary footstep replanning. For the sake of simplicity, we will limit our analysis to the sagittal plane (Figure 6 ), as it is equivalent for the frontal plane.
ZMP trajectory generation
Similar to the normal DSP, during the glide phase, the ZMP is shifted until the boundary (with a safety margin) of the stance foot (in the forward or x direction)
for t 2 glide, where x P is the location of the ZMP (the y component stays constant). h g and c g are chosen to satisfy continuity with the SSP and x B is defined as a safety margin from the boundary. Instead of moving linearly between both feet, the ZMP is stopped until contact with the ground is detected, in order to keep the foot against the ground and maintain the ability to exert torque against the ground. When the DSP finally starts (after contact is detected), the ZMP motion is adapted to the new phase duration and continued
for t 2 DSP, h g and c g are chosen such that the location of the swing foot is reached in t Figure 5 . LC response. The step is extended by switching to a gliding phase, until contact with the ground is detected and the DSP can start. LC: late contact; DSP: double support. 
Swing foot vertical trajectory and load distribution
By the end of the SSP, the ground is expected and the swing foot's vertical motion is stopped. As there is no information on where the ground may be, planning a vertical motion to reach the ground becomes difficult. However, if nothing else is done, the foot then stays in the air instead of reaching the ground. Instead, we decide to keep it stopped and let the force control (which can react to a contact with the ground more quickly) move the foot instead. The load distribution is then shifted between both feet, just as it would be during the DSP. More details can be found in the previous publication. 9 
CoG trajectory generation
By the end of the SSP, the CoG is located ahead of the stance foot. In order to keep the ZMP from leaving the support polygon, the CoG position is integrated further in equation (1) . The inputs of the equation (x 1 and x 2 ) correspond to the initially planned trajectories of the ZMP (see equations (4) and (5)) and swing foot (constant). The final trajectories for both the ZMP and CoG are obtained from the approximate solution of equation (1) by spline collocation, as explained in the previous publication. 3 This results in an accelerated CoG trajectory in the horizontal direction (intuitively, it can be interpreted as the necessary moment to keep the ZMP away from the boundary), increasing the CoG position and velocity along the forward direction while the stance foot stays fixed to the ground. If the swing foot's position is not modified, this increased CoG position and velocity can quickly result in the robot falling forward on the next step. In order to compensate for this displacement, a horizontal trajectory is introduced for the swing foot.
Swing foot horizontal trajectory
Note that a swing foot horizontal motion can easily be taken into account by (1) while generating the CoG trajectory. For the swing foot's horizontal trajectory, we consider the linear inverted pendulum model
where ðx; zÞ T is the location of the center of mass and x P the location of the ZMP. The pendulum's orbital energy can be defined 35 as the sum of the kinetic energy and an imaginary potential energy around the pivot point x P :
To compensate for the CoG velocity, we calculate a foot displacement such that the pendulum's orbital energy is maintained (using the one at the end of the SSP as reference)
where n x refers to the value of x at the end of the SSP of step n. The right side of equation (7) is stored at the beginning of the glide phase and x P is calculated every cycle for the actual values of x and _ x. Note that for the new energy value we consider the pendulum with the swing foot instead of the stance foot as shown in Figure 7 . After obtaining x P , we calculate the new modified swing foot position
where x foot and x Ã foot are the initial and modified planned footstep location, respectively, and the second term accounts for the CoG displacement (see Figure 7) . The third "energy term" consists of the variation of the CoG-ZMP distance with respect to the one at the end of the SSP, in order to obtain a continuous trajectory. We introduce a heuristic factor k to compensate for model errors, such as the unaccounted-for swing-foot motion (k ¼ 0.75 in our implementation). Taking the time derivative of equations (8) and (7), the horizontal velocity becomes
Footstep replanning
Even though the swing foot horizontal motion helps to reduce the effect of an accelerated CoG, its high speed can still have a destabilizing effect on further steps. If the CoG velocity increases beyond a certain margin, the next footstep location is also modified in order to slow the robot down to the planned walking speed. In our implementation, the footstep replanning is activated when t g > 0.2 s. Again we use the orbital energy criterion energy and compare the energy at the end of the SSP for both steps
where we take the planned values of nþ1 x and nþ1 _ x. We can again solve for nþ1 x P and obtain the new footstep location with (8) .
Results
We validate our presented control strategy with our multibody simulation for the Lola robot. 33 It handles unilateral and compliant contacts with the ground and takes motor dynamics and control loops into consideration. A video of the simulations can be found at https://youtu.be/ FPpyDLKVlCY.
The first scenario we consider is an unexpected LC. The robot starts walking on a platform which abruptly ends after a few steps. For different heights, we compare simulations for the following: (a) the normal control system (consisting of the previously described walking pattern generation strategy without either EC or LC response 33 ), (b) only the impact phase active, 19 and (c) both impact and glide phases active (this work).
Several simulations with varying parameters were performed. It is confirmed that the impact phase shows a consistent improvement with respect to the normal control even in LC scenarios (as was previously shown 19 ). The reason behind this is that due to the LC the robot tilts, resulting in an EC for the next step where the impact phase becomes relevant. Additionally, it is observed that adding the glide phase leads to better results than both previous cases, as the effect of the initial LC is reduced before the next step is reached. This behavior is explained in greater detail in the following.
In Figure 8 , a screen shot of the normal and "impactþglide" cases for the same platform height is shown. It can be seen how the glide phase helps to maintain the ZMP position and the upper body inclination while the ground has not been reached. In terms of robustness, the robot can also consistently overcome a higher change in the platform height without tilting over. In order to test this, simulations were performed for each control mode by sequentially increasing the platform height by 0.1 cm (starting at ground level) until the robot falls down or a joint limit is reached. The maximum height difference which it can safely overcome can be seen in Table 1 .
As discussed in the previous work, we consider the upper body orientation as an indicator of the robot's stability. 18 In Figure 9 , we plot the upper body orientation for two exemplary height values to compare the different cases. The normal control results in the robot tilting over for all height values over 3.4 cm (see Table 1 ). Therefore, its result is only plotted for the smaller height value, where the normal control and impact phase show consistent behavior during the LC up until the next contact with the ground (t % 8 s). Afterwards, the impact phase prevents the robot from tilting backwards and maintains a smaller value for the upper body orientation henceforward. In contrast to both previous cases, the glide phase already maintains a low value of the upper body orientation during the LC, preventing high values which could lead to the robot tilting over (this effect can be better appreciated in the bottom plot). The glide phase results in a less pronounced EC by the next step and a less strained walk than both previous cases.
As a final scenario, we consider an unexpected obstacle after the platform, to also analyze how the glide phase performs in an EC situation. A screen shot of the experiment is shown in Figure 10 and the resulting upper body orientation can be seen in Figure 11 . Again the normal control is not shown as the robot tilts over. Similarly to Figure 9 , the introduction of the glide phase maintains a low value for the upper body orientation during the LC. This time, it becomes even more relevant as it allows the robot to return to its original walking state more quickly, thus being able to overcome the latter obstacle. Without the glide phase, the robot does not recover in time and tilts over after encountering the obstacle.
Conclusions
In this article, we presented a walking controller for ZMPbased systems that is inherently robust against unexpected irregular terrain. We compliment our previous framework 19 with an extra time-variable phase that specifically deals with LC scenarios. The result is an event-based walking controller with a variable step duration that depends directly on the detected ground contact. It improves the robustness of our robot Lola against irregular terrain and perception errors. Future work includes testing on the actual robot in more complicated scenarios. For some particular cases (e.g. unexpected narrow holes), the swing foot trajectory may be counterproductive. One possible solution would be the specific monitoring of horizontal contact (using the force/torque sensors) to better adapt the footstep trajectory. Additionally, a more reactive and comprehensive force control strategy could yield enormous benefits.
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